
Launching 2022
Canadian Aquatic Expo

|   10 am - 6 pm
|   10 am - 4 pm

Saturday September 17, 2022
Sunday September 18, 2022

The International Centre,
 6900 Airport Rd, Mississauga ON  

FeaturingWorldFamous AquascaperGeorge Farmer



Anticipated 
attendance is 

22,000 pet, 
reptile & aquatic

enthusiasts
throughout this 
2-day experience. 

About the Aquatic Expo

Why Exhibit? 

 - Networking
 - Brand Exposure
 - Increase Sales
 - Drive Traffic to Retail Locations
 - Targeted Leads
 - Connect Face-to-Face 

Book Your Booth!

$475 plus HST for a 10x10 (100 square feet) draped booth

The Canadian Aquatic Expo is a new immersive experience launching in 2022
that will be bringing together aquatic vendors and specialists from around
the world. In collaboration with the Canadian Pet Expo and the Canadian
Reptile Breeders Expo, it is shaping up to be the largest collection of aquatic,
pet, and reptile enthusiasts in Canada.

With 80 of the 300+ booths dedicated to the Aquatic Expo, vendors can
offer for sale products, services, and the greatest collection of aquatic
species from around the world. Take the plunge and join the action as we
bring the World of Aquatics to the International Centre.

*Price valid for aquatic and plant vendors only. See vendor categories on page three.



The Canadian Aquatic Expo will be promoting every aspect of the aquatic hobby by
showcasing manufacturers, live aquatics, tropical and aquatic plants, décor, art and more.
 
The art and beauty of aquascaping and terrascaping has grown exponentially in recent
years, and so has their followings. Arranging aquatic plants, rocks, wood, and substrates in
an aesthetically pleasing manner is like having a piece of nature inside your home. Our
goal is to enchant newcomers and hobbyists while immersing them in the beauty of
aquascaping and terrascaping as they browse the expo aisles.
 
Tropical and exotic plants are also essential elements of both aquascaping and
terrascaping. We plan to capture the passion and excitement that gardening enthusiasts
experience by providing a unique plant-focused shopping experience and the
opportunity to learn and engage with our expert vendors.

Manufacturers of aquariums, aquatic maintenance equipment, food and feeding
equipment, lighting, filters, heaters and chillers, water testing equipment, plumbing
and other products
Live freshwater and saltwater fish vendors
Live coral and invertebrate vendors
Aquatic industry services such as aquarium cleaning and maintenance vendors
Aquascape vendors offering tanks, hardscapes, substrates, tools, plants, and other
essential kits

Aquatic Vendors

Tropical and Exotic Plants
and Gardening Vendors

Live tropical plant vendors
Rare and exotic plant vendors
Terrarium or vivarium plant vendors
Suppliers of sand, seashells, rocks, gravel, and moss
Decorative gardening suppliers for indoor, outdoor
and/or aquatic displays

Join us at the inaugural Canadian Aquatic Expo as an aquatic or plant vendor/exhibitor
and present your business and passion to a targeted aquatic and gardening demographic.

mailto:info@canadianpetexpo.ca


Prepare yourselves for this unique and captivating onsite aquascaping and
terrascaping competition. As one of the fastest-growing areas of the
Canadian aquatic industry, this show feature will be incorporating the skills
of aquascapers, and terrascapers as they capture the beauty of nature in
self-contained environments.
 
Sponsorship opportunities are available. Contact us for more information!

info@canadianaquaticexpo.ca                          canadianaquaticexpo.ca

Aquascaping & Terrascaping Competition

Special Guest Appearances

We are thrilled to announce the following guest appearances:

Hans
George
Evers 

Sandy
Moore

George
Farmer

Chris Biggs, 
The Mad Aquarist
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mailto:info@canadianpetexpo.ca

